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Soda tax debates: An analysis of news coverage of the 2013 soda tax proposal in Telluride, Colorado

In 2013, Telluride, Colorado, became one of the first communities in the country to place a sugary drink tax on its local ballot. Measure 2A asked voters in Telluride, a ski destination of some 2,300 residents, to consider a penny-per-ounce tax on sugar-sweetened beverages (SSBs) sold in the town. The revenues from the tax were to be dedicated to maintaining a program supporting physical activity programs for local youth. The program had been funded by a Carol M. White Physical Education Program (PEP) federal grant that was about to expire.

The structure of the tax was similar to soda tax initiatives proposed — and, ultimately, voted down — in Richmond and El Monte, California, the previous year. As in those communities, the Telluride proposal inspired the beverage industry to mount an extensive campaign against the tax: It installed an onsite lobbyist, published newspaper ads, and funded a “No on 2A” group with a local businessman, Bob Harnish, as the spokesperson. Tax supporters formed a group called Kick the Can Telluride, headed by the director of the local PEP grant, Elise Marie (Emo) Overall. In spite of their efforts, the Telluride soda tax was defeated by a large margin in November of 2013. However, as with previous local soda tax proposals, the measure generated controversy and a large amount of news coverage, especially given the town’s small size.

This report evaluates the newspaper and blog coverage the proposal generated, including the number of stories, who was quoted, and the pro- and anti-tax arguments that appeared in the news. In addition, we compare key aspects of Telluride news coverage to the coverage of the 2012 soda tax proposals in Richmond and El Monte, California.

---

*Under the proposal, local business owners would pay the city one cent per ounce of certain sugar-sweetened beverages sold.*
When did the news appear and what was it about?

**Articles about the tax appeared most frequently just before the election.**

We found a total of 103 relevant newspaper articles and blog posts (see Appendix 1 for methods), including seven articles from industry publications, about the Telluride soda tax proposal. Although the measure was first proposed in June, there was scant coverage of the tax until right before the November election: More than 80% of the coverage was published in October or November of 2013.

![News and Opinion Pieces Over Time in News Coverage of the Telluride Soda Tax Campaign (n=103)](chart)

**News coverage was dominated by opinion pieces, which tended to oppose the tax.**

About a third of the articles about the tax were straight news articles (33%), while two-thirds were opinion pieces (67%). About half of these opinion pieces (35) were letters to the editor, many of them published in Telluride’s two local newspapers, the *Telluride Daily Planet* and *The Watch*. Other opinion pieces included op-eds (12), columns (10), blogs (9), and editorials (3). The majority of opinion coverage (58%) opposed the measure.
Who was quoted in the coverage?

The speakers who most commonly appeared in news coverage of the tax were Telluride residents, often because they had written a letter to the editor or an op-ed for one of the local papers. Most community residents who appeared in the news argued against the soda tax proposal (68%) — comparable to the proportion of Telluride voters who ultimately voted against the tax (69%). The main speakers who argued for the tax in the news were representatives of Kick the Can Telluride, the local group formed in support of the tax measure. City officials, public health advocates, and the medical community also spoke in favor of the tax, while opinion writers were slightly more likely to oppose the tax.

Table 1. Arguments by Speaker as a Percentage of Total Arguments in News Coverage of the Telluride Soda Tax (n=861)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Pro tax (%)</th>
<th>Anti tax (%)</th>
<th>Total (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Community resident</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kick the Can Telluride representative</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public health advocate</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local business representatives</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City official</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opinion author (editorial boards, columnists)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soda industry</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local anti-tax coalition (“No on 2A”)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General &quot;opponents&quot;</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General &quot;supporters&quot;</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical personnel/researchers</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 1 does not include information in the articles not attributed to a specific person (n=36), such as descriptions of the ballot language and statements about the prevalence of obesity.

Speakers who were explicitly identified as representatives of soda companies or soda-affiliated organizations (like the American Beverage Association or Colorado Beverage Association) comprised only 4% of total arguments (all anti-tax). Spokespeople for the local industry-funded anti-tax group “No on 2A” expressed an additional 2% of anti-tax arguments. However, this may underrepresent the influence of the beverage industry on
news about the tax, since the news often did not explicitly link speakers with the beverage-industry funded No on 2A, and we only categorized speakers as representatives of No on 2A if this was made clear in the news article. Local businessman Bob Harnish served as the group’s spokesperson, for example, but his affiliation was mentioned in fewer than half of the articles in which he appeared.

**What arguments appeared in the news?**

Each article could contain a variety of arguments — on average, each story contained nine arguments, for a total of 897. Overall, pro-tax arguments appeared more frequently than arguments opposing the measure (60% vs. 40%). Table 2 lists the prevalence of these arguments, which fell into three categories.

One-quarter of the arguments centered on whether the tax was needed to fight obesity, including debates about the health harms of soda and whether obesity was truly a pressing issue for the community (25% of total arguments). Nearly half of the arguments discussed the potential impact of the taxes on the health and economic future of Telluride. A third of the arguments focused on the role and actions of two key institutions with a role to play in the soda tax debate: government and the beverage industry (29% of total arguments).

**How did the news describe the need for the policy?**

**Though many in Telluride agreed that sugary drinks were harmful to health, speakers in the news debated whether obesity was a problem locally.**

Tax supporters, and even some opponents, agreed that sugary drinks (often characterized as “liquid sugar”5,7) harm health (12% of total arguments). Local advocates Emo Overall and Bridget Taddonio frequently evoked this frame, noting, “We have an obesity epidemic in our nation and we now know that sugary drinks are the biggest single contributor.”8

Even some tax opponents acknowledged that sugary drinks are harmful, as when one resident who staunchly opposed the tax admitted that he steered his daughter away from drinking soda.9 Tax opponents rarely contested sugary drinks’ negative health impact (1% of arguments). When they did dispute the health harms of soda, opponents argued that sugary drinks are not solely responsible for obesity and, as such, should not be targeted for regulation.10,11

Despite the general agreement that sugary drinks are harmful to health, there was less consensus in the news that obesity and associated health harms were a true problem
for Telluride’s youth. On one hand, tax proponents warned that “Telluride is only three percentage points behind the Colorado childhood obesity average,” noting that the state “has the second fastest growing rate in the nation.”\textsuperscript{12} Telluride’s children, one advocate concluded, “are on the same dismal health trajectory as the rest of the nation.”\textsuperscript{13}

On the other hand, Telluride tax opponents questioned if residents of their “athletically oriented ski town”\textsuperscript{14} were truly at risk for obesity — and, consequently, whether a tax to support obesity prevention programs was necessary, since “Telluride children are a lot healthier than most.”\textsuperscript{7} One long-time resident observed, “[I’ve] looked at children in the schoolyard and on the streets of Telluride and, for the life of me, I don’t see obesity as a local problem.”\textsuperscript{14}

**How did the news discuss the potential impact of the taxes?**

**Telluride tax proponents frequently framed the tax in terms of its potential to improve community health, while opponents used personal responsibility arguments to dispute the tax’s health benefits.**

The most common pro-tax argument in Telluride centered on the proposed tax’s potential to improve the health of the community. Supporters argued that the tax would increase the price of sugary drinks enough to “make a dent in consumption [and spur] a switch to water or healthier drinks”\textsuperscript{15} and would raise money for the Physical Education Program, which helps “keep [local] kids moving.”\textsuperscript{16} One local mother described in glowing terms her daughter’s experience with the Physical Education Program, concluding, “I am prepared to pay an extra 12 cents for my occasional soda … if it means the continuation of these programs for the children of Telluride.”\textsuperscript{17}

Detractors, by contrast, argued that the tax would not make people physically healthier (12\% of all arguments). Many of these anti-tax arguments framed the issue in terms of personal responsibility, arguing that “better lifelong health and nutrition habits are more likely to result from learning within the family, or schools, and not from a tax.”\textsuperscript{18} Other detractors criticized the structure of the tax itself, arguing that it would “tie the financial future of educational and physical fitness programs to a dwindling funding source,”\textsuperscript{19} since the tax would likely reduce sugary drink purchases.

**Telluride tax opponents argued that the tax would negatively impact the local tourist economy.**

Telluride tax opponents focused their arguments on the economic impact of the tax (13\% of all arguments), denouncing it as a measure that would “raise prices, hurt tourism, and damage local businesses.”\textsuperscript{20} Local businessman Bob Harnish, who acted as the spokesperson for the beverage industry-funded No on 2A campaign, was a
particularly vocal opponent, framing the tax as a “burden” to local businesses and customers that would “push more of Telluride’s shoppers out of town” to buy soda. In very few instances (1% of total arguments), tax opponents specifically decried the economic impact of the tax on low-income residents, arguing that it would “[increase] food bills for those who can least afford it.”

Tax proponents seldom addressed economic concerns. When they did, they usually claimed that the sugary drink tax would not economically harm the community, as when one advocate suggested that, in time, “merchants [would] find the collecting, paying, and accounting hassles of the tax working themselves out and becoming easier.” Less frequently, tax supporters argued that the tax would actually improve the town’s economy: A rare example came from resident Rick Silverman, who maintained that “if we pass this initiative, it will generate hundreds of thousands of dollars worth of good publicity” because Telluride would be known internationally as “The Town That Is Willing To Put Its Money Where Its Mouth Is.”

How did the news portray the role of government, the soda industry and soda tax advocates?

News reports critiqued the actions of the soda industry.

Soda tax advocates frequently criticized the soda industry in the news (11% of arguments), condemning its marketing of unhealthy products as well as its aggressive anti-tax activities in Telluride. Kick the Can Co-founder Emo Overall, for example, told reporters, “[The soda industry is] selling addictive products heavily marketed to vulnerable groups,” while Telluride Town Council member Bob Saunders took issue with the industry’s anti-tax campaign activities, saying, “I don’t want big business controlling how people vote in our community.”

News reports also contained debate about the role of external funding and support in Telluride politics.

Tax detractors seldom directly rebutted arguments about the soda industry’s behavior in the campaign (2% of total arguments). More often, they tapped into residents’ civic pride in their town’s reputation as a community where “everyone does their own thing,” in order to stoke fears of “manipulation from outside interests” in the form of public health advocates promoting the tax. The soda tax effort in Telluride was a local campaign, but it received support and assistance from public health advocates around the country, including the California Center for Public Health Advocacy. The pro-tax campaign also obtained a substantial donation from the foundation of a wealthy part-time Telluride resident based in Texas. Opponents chastised local tax supporters for receiving “out-of-state-funding,” and national public health experts providing support for the campaign were described as “outsiders blowing into town” who were...
“determined to tell Telluride what to do when it comes to our health.”

Bob Harnish called into question the legitimacy of local soda tax advocates when he characterized their proposal as “bothersome, because it’s portrayed as a local measure, but it’s actually coming from the California Center for Public Health Advocacy.”

Tax opponents and supporters debated the appropriateness of government playing a role in community health issues.

Tax opponents routinely (8% of total arguments) appealed to civic pride and Telluride’s history of concern for civil liberties with arguments that characterized the proposal as an example of “a big brother assault” on personal freedom from “food fascists.”

One local writer reminded readers, “[W]e live here because we enjoy our personal freedom. … We’ve even declared ourselves a civil liberties ‘safe zone.’ But now we’re being told we shouldn’t even be able to buy groceries or order dinner without the government’s help?”

Tax supporters sometimes explicitly countered these allegations of government overreach, as when Kick the Can Campaign Manager Beth Kelly argued, “The tax on sugary sweetened drinks is not about government dictating our lives; it’s about whether or not the childhood obesity epidemic has arrived at the point in which we, as citizens, need to harness the power of our democracy to do something about it.”

Tax proponents occasionally appealed to the recurrent theme of Telluride civic pride to make the case for government action on obesity. One such argument came from Center for Science in the Public Interest (CSPI) Executive Director Michael Jacobson, who framed the proposal as an “opportunity to make history.” This important first step, argued one resident, would reinforce the community’s reputation for being “ahead of the curve” on local policy issues.
Soda coverage in Telluride, Richmond and El Monte: How did it compare?

The Telluride proposal came on the heels of two attempts the previous year to pass local soda taxes in the California cities of Richmond and El Monte. We previously analyzed news coverage of these proposals, neither of which passed. Below, we compare coverage in Telluride with these earlier debates.

Table 2. Arguments in News Coverage of the Telluride Soda Tax Campaign (n=897)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Argument</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Obesity is a problem.</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sugary drinks are harmful to health.</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The tax promotes health.</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The tax benefits the economy.</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The soda industry’s actions are inappropriate.</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The tax is an appropriate role for government.</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All pro-tax arguments: 60

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Argument</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Obesity is not a high-priority problem.</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sugary drinks are not harmful to health.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The tax does not promote health.</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The tax harms the economy.</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The tax penalizes low-income people.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The soda industry’s actions are appropriate.</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The tax is not an appropriate role for government.</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All anti-tax arguments: 40

Total: 100
Common patterns across all communities

The news about each of the three soda tax measures clustered mostly around Election Day (October/November), with some coverage when the proposals were initially introduced. In all three debates, arguments in the news were more likely to support the taxes: About 60% of arguments in news coverage of each of the proposals were pro-tax.

City officials in each community overwhelmingly spoke in favor of the taxes, while local business people generally spoke against the proposals. Representatives of the beverage industry seldom appeared in news coverage, but in all three communities, spokespersons for local anti-tax groups formed by the industry were highly visible in the press, although their industry affiliations were not always acknowledged.

Tax supporters also used many of the same arguments: In each of the debates, three of the main pro-tax arguments focused on the potential health benefits of the tax, the health problems caused by soda, and the inappropriate or harmful actions of the soda industry.

Differences between communities

The news coverage in Telluride differed in significant ways from coverage of the earlier debates. Some of these distinctions reflected basic differences in the characteristics of the communities themselves. Richmond and El Monte, for example, are both racially and economically diverse cities of more than 100,000 people, in contrast with the small, affluent and mostly white town of Telluride.

In the cities of Richmond and El Monte, the coverage was primarily straight news written by professional journalists. In the small town of Telluride, on the other hand, the coverage was dominated by opinion pieces, often op-eds or letters to the editor written by Telluride residents. Indeed, community residents were the most common speaker

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>How Did News Coverage Compare Across the Three Communities?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Similarities</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Soda tax news coverage appeared mostly around elections.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Pro-tax arguments were slightly more common in the news.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The beverage industry appeared in the guise of local “community” coalitions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• City officials spoke in favor of the taxes, while local business people spoke against the proposals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Pro-tax campaigns focused on the health benefits of the tax, the health problems caused by soda, and the actions of the soda industry.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Differences</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Telluride relied more on opinion pieces than news.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Community residents dominated news coverage in the small town of Telluride, while city officials were the most common speakers in Richmond and El Monte.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Anti-tax groups used unique arguments that were tailored to the specific concerns of each community.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• In Telluride, anti-tax groups criticized soda tax advocates as “outsiders.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The structure of the taxes shaped economic arguments: The taxes whose revenues were not earmarked were framed as “money grabs.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
category to comment on the tax in Telluride, whereas city officials dominated the news coverage in Richmond and El Monte.

Arguments against the taxes in Telluride, Richmond and El Monte also differed based on the unique concerns of these very different communities. In Telluride, for example, civic pride and a spirit of individualism loomed large as residents disputed whether childhood obesity was even a significant problem in the affluent tourist destination. In the working class town of Richmond, a history of racial and ethnic divisions fueled allegations that the tax was paternalistic and discriminatory to low-income residents of color. In El Monte, a city facing bankruptcy, tax opponents framed the tax as a money grab from a city government mired in financial mismanagement.

The “money grab” argument, which was used extensively by anti-tax forces in El Monte and Richmond, had credibility partly because of a unique characteristic of the soda taxes proposed in California. California state law requires 2/3 voter approval for any local tax whose revenues are designated for a specific purpose, while taxes designated for the general fund require only a simple majority. As a result, tax advocates in Richmond and El Monte designed the taxes to go to the general fund, but placed separate, non-binding companion measures on the ballot encouraging city leaders to spend the revenues on health programs. In Telluride, tax revenues were designated for a specific program. Consequently, in Telluride, we rarely saw arguments that the money generated from the tax would be misused.

The presence of a visible and organized pro-tax campaign group, Kick the Can Telluride, also distinguished news about the tax in Telluride. Because of the donation it received from the Arnold Foundation, the Telluride campaign was able to hire a campaign manager, and members of the group were a central part of the news conversation. However, the funding the campaign received also gave rise to criticism that the tax was the result of outsiders meddling in the town’s affairs. Unlike in Richmond and El Monte, where multi-million dollar campaign spending from the soda industry was a key topic in the media, news reports in Telluride portrayed campaign spending as more evenly matched, often pairing discussions of the soda industry’s spending with mentions of spending by Kick the Can. Consequently, in Telluride there was no specific focus on the beverage industry’s actions; instead, a narrative emerged about outsiders coming into town and spending heavily on both sides of the issue.

Conclusions

News coverage of the soda tax proposed in Telluride, Colorado, framed the issue primarily in terms of the potential ramifications for the health and economy of the small, tourism-dependent mountain town. Proponents focused on the potential benefits of the policy in combatting the harmful impact of “liquid sugar” on the health of the
town’s children. Tax detractors, by contrast, framed the tax as an overreaching and financially ruinous measure that would ultimately do little to improve community health.

Our findings, taken with those of previous analyses, contribute to a growing body of knowledge on how soda tax news debates play out within the unique context of each community in which they are proposed. As with previous campaigns in Richmond and El Monte, California, soda industry representatives were largely absent from the coverage, but their presence was felt: Tax advocate Emo Overall even referenced the beverage industry representative who was organizing anti-tax activities behind the scenes in an editorial titled “There’s a Ghost in Town Named Charlie.” The Telluride campaign also echoed previous policy debates in that the messages leveraged by anti-tax speakers tapped into the existing community values to build opposition to the tax — in this case, Telluride’s fierce independence and civic pride as a civil liberties safe zone.

The Telluride proposal, like the Richmond and El Monte measures proposed before it, was unsuccessful. However, amid mounting concerns about nutrition-related diseases, policy interventions such as soda taxes are emerging as an increasingly popular possibility to effect community-wide health improvements. Indeed, since the Telluride tax was voted down, high-profile new measures have gone on the ballot in San Francisco, California, and its neighbor city of Berkeley.

Next Steps

As soda tax proposals around the country move forward, public health advocates and researchers can draw several lessons from the news coverage in Telluride that will help inform future public health efforts. One key takeaway is the importance of using opinion space. Generating opinion pieces like letters to the editor and op-eds is a valuable strategy in any public debate, but is particularly vital in small towns like Telluride where opinion pieces can make up the bulk of news coverage about an issue.

Advocates working to implement soda taxes should also be aware of the soda industry’s emerging “playbook” for opposing soda taxes in the news. Its strategies include reframing the soda tax to capitalize on existing issues or tensions in the community. In Telluride, for example, the anti-tax campaign reframed the soda tax as an affront to deeply held local values of civil liberty and individualism. In San Francisco, a city struggling with soaring housing prices, the soda industry has framed the tax as a cost of living issue, calling its anti-tax campaign the “Coalition for an Affordable City.”

The soda industry’s anti-tax strategy also relies on the organization of industry-funded coalitions consisting of local residents and leaders. This tactic obscures the role of the soda industry in anti-tax campaigns and makes it appear that opposition to the tax has emerged organically, driven by the concerns of local residents. Advocates in Richmond
and El Monte used the news to call attention to the industry’s support of these supposedly “grassroots” coalitions. However, as soda taxes grow in popularity and pro-tax campaigns become more organized and better funded, public health advocates may find themselves the target of such arguments: In Telluride, anti-tax spokespeople framed the pro-tax campaign as meddling by well-funded outsiders.

Our investigation of news coverage reveals that the most frequent arguments for and against the taxes related to their potential health and economic impacts. These arguments suggest possible avenues for future research exploring claims about the effects of soda taxes on both sides of the debate. For example, if detractors allege that soda taxes would harm the local tourist industry, would represent an economic burden for low-income residents, or would not be as effective as educational approaches, research could verify or disprove those claims. Similarly, once a tax passes, research will be needed to determine whether soda tax advocates’ arguments about the potential health benefits of soda taxes are realized in the communities where they are levied. Research into these and other aspects of the growing debate around soda taxes could inform future efforts by public health advocates to propose and implement policies to improve the food and beverage environment.
Appendix 1: Methodology

We searched the LexisNexis news database for newspaper articles published between November 2012 and January 2014 that mentioned the Telluride tax proposal. We supplemented this search with reviews of the online archives of newspapers and blogs not included in the Nexis database that we knew covered these campaigns from our daily media monitoring. These included Telluride’s two local newspapers, The Watch and the Telluride Daily Planet. We also searched the online and print archives of industry trade publications for articles about the proposal.

For the methods used in our analysis of soda tax proposals in Richmond and El Monte, California, please see Two communities, Two debates: News coverage of soda tax proposals in Richmond and El Monte.3
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